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Application of the Paperfox S-3 corner under 
With the Paperfox S-3 corner rounder you can round the corners of visit cards, bank cards, 

play cards and other sheet materials made of card, paper, plastic foil or other similar 

material. 

Warning 

 The Paperfox S-3 corner rounder designed for g the corners of the specified 

materials, with the specified parameters. 

 Prior to the Paperfox S-3 corner rounder utilization, definitely read all instructions. 

 To reduce the risk of injury, an inspection shall be essential, if the Paperfox S-3 

corner rounder utilized in the vicinity of children. 

Parameters 
Dimensions: (W x L x H) 25 x 15 x 35 cm 

Weight: 7 kg 

Maximum cutting depth 2 cm 

Available radius: 8 and 4 mm 

Accessories delivered with the corner rounder 1 pc LK-8 rounding knife (in the machine) 

1 pc LK-4 rounding knife 

10 pcs VLS-3 cutting plate 

1 pc hexagonal tool 
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Parts of the Paperfox S-3 corner rounder 
 

 

Accessories delivered with the Paperfox S-3 corner rounder 
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10 pcs cutting plate (VLS-3) 
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Changing the rounding knife 
There are rounding knives available in 4 and 8 mm radius. If you want to make a different 

radius you have to change the knife. After removing the 2 pcs M6x16mm inner hexagonal 

screws with the hexagonal tool you can remove the knife and mount back the other knife in 

the same way. After changing the knife you have to set the paper guides. 

Setting the paper guides 
Cut some about 10 x 10 cm card accurately to rectangular shape. Loose the fixing screws of 

the paper guides move the guides away. Place the peace of card to the machine table, 

position it so that the knife should cut it well. (Press down the handle of the corner rounder to 

check the position of cutting) When you have find the proper position then set the paper 

guides to the sides of the paper and fix them with the screws. 

Usage of the Paperfox S-3 corner rounder 
You can achieve a perfect rounding only at rounding of accurately rectangular cutted paper 

or card. Put some cards into the machines, push down the handle. The Paperfox S-3 corner 

rounder pushes down the pile of paper automatically. If you are not satisfied with the result 

then set the paper guides again. 

 


